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INTRODUCTION

There has been unprecedented growth in the field of 
cardiac imaging. While cross-sectional echocardiography 
remains the imaging modality of choice for most 
patients with cardiac disease, multimodal imaging 
is increasingly used for the assessment of complex 
congenital malformations.[1,2] Computed tomography, 
for example, rapidly provides high-quality information 
needed for optimal management. Despite the acquisition 
of volumetric data by computed tomography, the 

assessment of cardiac anatomy is largely based on 
multiplanar interpretation of two-dimensional images. 
There has been limited focus on the potential to 
provide three-dimensional visualization of intracardiac 
anatomy from these datasets. It has been shown, 
nonetheless, that the preparation of patient-specific 
three-dimensional printed models of the heart 
can facilitate the understanding of intracardiac 
anatomy.[3-5] Three-dimensional printing, however, 
requires dedicated software, special material for 
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ABSTRACT

Computed tomography has an established role in the evaluation of a variety of cardiac disorders, including 
congenital heart diseases. The current generation of high‑speed scanners produces volumetric data at low doses 
of radiation. The interpretation of cardiac anatomy, however, is generally limited to multiplanar assessment 
of two‑dimensional images. The volume rendering technique provides an excellent three‑dimensional 
demonstration of external morphology but offers little information about the intracardiac anatomy. The 
alternative approach of virtual cardiac dissection, which is a modification of volume rendering, on the other 
hand, provides crucial insights regarding the intracardiac anatomy. At present, virtual cardiac dissection requires 
expensive software packages. These software packages are not available in all countries, thus limiting its use 
in routine clinical care. We present here the details of a newly developed technique that permits virtual cardiac 
dissection using a personal computer and open‑source software. Our technique involves no additional cost and 
can be achieved in the comfort of the office or operating room of the cardiologist, radiologist, or cardiac surgeon. 
This enhanced three‑dimensional visualization of intracardiac anatomy will surely improve the understanding 
of the morphological details of both normal and malformed hearts. In addition, by permitting assessment in 
projections with which modern‑day cardiologists and cardiac surgeons are conversant, it is likely to improve 
clinical decision‑making. We illustrate here its potential utility in the morphologic assessment of the atrial 
septum and its deficiencies, along with malformations of the ventricular outflow tracts, including common 
arterial trunk.
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Volume rendering technique

Having imported the datasets into the Horos database, 
they are assessed for quality. Those with optimal 
chamber opacification and minimal artifacts are then 
chosen for virtual cardiac dissection. The datasets are 
first subjected to volume rendering. In this technique 
of three-dimensional representation, the cross-sectional 
images are stacked to produce a virtual cube of volume 
within the computer screen.[14] Unlike other techniques of 
three-dimensional visualization, which use only a portion 
of available information, volume rendering incorporates 
information from the entire dataset.[15-17] The resultant 
virtual volume thus produces high fidelity images with 
preserved spatial orientation.[18,19]

The display of the virtual volume can be adjusted by 
altering the window settings, specifically the level and 
width of the window. Only tissues with attenuation within 
the selected range of Hounsfield units are displayed. The 
display of the virtual volume can be further improved 
by altering the opacity and color of various components 
using computer algorithms called transfer functions.[18,19] 
Most of the software packages do not permit easy access 
to these transfer function. Instead, a variety of predefined 
combinations of window settings and transfer functions, 
commonly known as “presets,” are usually made 
available. Application of these presets quickly transforms 
the image to demonstrate external cardiac morphology. 
The intracardiac anatomy, however, remains obscure.

Modifications to achieve virtual cardiac dissection

Once the benefits of varying the window settings and 
transfer functions became obvious to us, we used the 
16-bit color lookup table (CLUT), editor for modifying 
the display of the virtual volume. The 16-bit CLUT editor, 
available within the program, permits quantitative 
manipulation of the window settings and the transfer 
functions in a fashion almost akin to digital photo 
editors. In its current form, however, the system is not 
as automated. The editor contains a gray mountain, 
representing the spread of attenuation values in 
Hounsfield units throughout the dataset, and a color 
map. The X-axis of this gray mountain maps out the 
image in a linear fashion along a density curve, with 
the density varying according to the characteristics of the 
tissues and the opacification of the contrast. The Y-axis, 
on the other hand, is the transparency function, with 
the top being completely opaque and the bottom being 
completely transparent.[20] The sideways boundaries of 
the color map, which determine the range of Hounsfield 
units visible on the screen, thus define the tissues that are 
visible on the screen. The height of the color map defines 
the opacity of different structures in the virtual volume. 
The visualization can then be further customized by 
right-left or up-down shifting of the color maps or of the 
individual points on the curve. New color maps can also 

printing, and the availability of personnel who are 
expert in both the medical and engineering aspects of 
the process.[4,5]

Virtual cardiac dissection is another means of 
demonstrating the pertinent intracardiac anatomy.[6,7] To 
date, although the information obtained is revolutionary 
in illustrating the details of cardiac structure, the 
technique requires specialized software packages. 
The cost of the necessary software packages, such 
as Ziostation 2 (Ziosoft Inc, Belmont, USA) and 
TeraRecon (Foster City, California, USA), along with 
the required hardware, currently remains a challenge. 
We describe here our technique for achieving virtual 
cardiac dissection using open-source software at no 
additional cost. The advantages of such visualization of 
intracardiac anatomy at low cost are self-evident. In this 
introductory description, we illustrate here its value in 
demonstrating the extent of the normal atrial septum and 
its deficiencies and in lesions involving the ventricular 
outflow tracts. We also demonstrate its value in defining 
the arrangement of pulmonary arteries in patients with 
common arterial trunk.

VIRTUAL CARDIAC DISSECTION USING A 
PERSONAL COMPUTER

Origin of the idea

Volume rendering is often used in clinical practice for 
three-dimensional representation of cardiac anatomy. 
Most clinicians and investigators, however, have 
ignored its potential in demonstrating intracardiac 
anatomy. In recent years, the availability of specialized 
software packages has made it possible to illustrate 
details of intracardiac anatomy.[6-10] These software 
packages, however, are not available in all countries. 
When available, they are prohibitively costly. This has 
prompted us to develop our own low-cost method of 
virtual cardiac dissection.

The hardware and the software

Horos  i s  an  open-source  vers ion of  Os i r iX 
(Pixmeo, Switzerland), a Mac-based software, which 
allows processing of three-dimensional datasets.[11,12] It is 
freely available under GNU lesser general public license, 
version 3.[13] The advantage of the software package 
is that it permits multiplanar and three-dimensional 
reconstruction of cardiac anatomy. The technique of 
low-cost virtual cardiac dissection was developed and 
tested on a laptop notebook computer, specifically 
a MacBook Pro (Retina, 13-inch, early 2015). The 
computer has a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8GB 
of random access memory. It uses an Intel Iris Graphics 
6100 card (Apple Inc., Cupertino, California, USA), and 
macOS High Sierra version 10.13.1 to run the Horos 
software.
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be added and edited to improve quality of visualization. 
We have summarized the steps used for creating virtual 
cardiac dissections in Online Video 1.

The thickness of various cardiac structures is obviously 
different. Differential manipulation of the curves, 
therefore, is necessary to illustrate different cardiac 
tissues. Visualization of the thin leaflets of the cardiac 
valves, for example, mandates rightward shift of 
the color map compared to visualization of thicker 
structures, such as the subvalvular apparatus and the 
myocardium. Simultaneous change on the screen guides 
further adjustment of the color map settings. Once an 
optimal visualization of the intracardiac anatomy is 
achieved, these settings of the color maps and transfer 
functions can be stored as additional presets for future 
use. These presets, when saved, are useful in achieving 
rapid reconstructions in subsequent datasets. In our 
early experience, the virtual dissection from one 
dataset took 30–40 min. At present, with the help of our 
predefined presets, we are now able to achieve desired 
reconstructions in <15 min.

Interactive editing of the virtual volume for clinical 
evaluation

After optimizing the visualization, the displayed virtual 
volume can be further edited for displaying intracardiac 
anatomy in clinically relevant projections. This is 
achieved by cutting through the volume by shifting the 
three orthogonal planes. This process of clip editing 
permits real-time multiplanar editing of the volume. 
The orthogonal planes can also be angulated to replicate 
oblique views with cranial or caudal tilt. The clip editing, 
and the movement of the clipping planes, is guided by 
simultaneously changing of the coordinates visible on 
the screen. In addition, the orientation of the direction 
cube on the screen also helps in recreating clinically 
relevant projections.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

In our experience, we have found the technique of 
virtual cardiac dissection useful in the setting of both 
congenital and valvular heart diseases. To illustrate 
its potential value, we have selected a few examples 
involving congenital cardiac malformations.

The atrial septum and interatrial communications

Interatrial communications are one of the most common 
groups of congenital cardiac malformations. Not all of 
the interatrial communications, however, are within 
the confines of the atrial septum. Some, therefore, are 
not strictly described as “atrial septal defects.” It is 
an understanding of the extent of the atrial septum 
that underlies the appreciation of the difference 
between true atrial septal defects and those that permit 
interatrial shunting outside the atrial septum. Over and 

above these semantic considerations, the surrounds of 
the atrial septum also provide important landmarks 
to guide procedures performed by interventional 
cardiologists, electrophysiologists, and cardiac surgeons. 
An understanding of the extent of the atrial septum, 
its borders, therefore, is a key to achieving successful 
interventional or surgical repair. Virtual cardiac 
dissection also provides evidence that supports the 
recent observations made by developmental biologists. 
The so-called “septum secundum,” as shown previously in 
many textbooks, is no more than the superior interatrial 
fold. It is located between the attachments of the caval 
veins to the right atrium and the insertion of the right 
pulmonary veins to the left atrium.[21] This interatrial 
fold is normally overlapped by the cranial margin of 
the primary atrial septum, which forms the floor of oval 
fossa. The fold forms its posterosuperior rim [Figure 1]. 
When traced anteriorly, the fold is directly related to 
the aortic root [Figure 2]. When traced posteriorly, the 
rim becomes directly continuous with the wall of the 
inferior caval vein. All of these important landmarks 
are well shown by virtual cardiac dissection [Figure 1]. 
In addition, such dissection reveals the true secondary 
septal component, which is the anteroinferior buttress 
of the oval fossa.[21] The anteroinferior buttress separates 
the floor of the fossa from the orifice of the coronary 
sinus inferiorly and from the hinge of the septal leaflet of 
the tricuspid valve anteriorly. The mouth of the coronary 
sinus is separated from the mouth of the inferior caval 
vein by an additional infolding of the venous walls, which 
is known as the sinus septum and which is again well 
demonstrated by virtual cardiac dissection [Figure 2]. 
Virtual cardiac dissection then shows that it is the 
deficiency of the floor of the oval fossa or the primary 
atrial septum, which is responsible for producing the 
most common type of interatrial communication. Of 
necessity, such defects are positioned within the rims 
of the fossa and are aptly called oval fossa defects. 
Virtual cardiac dissection also helps in demonstrating 

Figure 1: An image obtained using virtual cardiac dissection 
(a) with one of the heart specimens sectioned in a comparable 
view (b). Both panels clearly demonstrate that the superior rim of 
the oval fossa is no more than the superior interatrial fold between 
the connections of the superior caval vein to the right atrium, and 
the right upper pulmonary vein to the left atrium. The oval fossa lies 
between this superior rim and the anteroinferior buttress, which 
anchors the fossa to the atrioventricular junction. ICV: Inferior 
caval vein, LA: Left atrium, RA: Right atrium, RAA: Right atrial 
appendage, RLPV: Right lower pulmonary vein, RPA: Right 
pulmonary artery

ba
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the relationship of such defects with adjacent structures, 
notably the aortic root [Figure 2], a feature of importance 
when planning interventional closure.

Similarly, virtual dissection provides enhanced 
visualization of the defects that provide shunting 
between the atrial chambers outside the confines of oval 
fossa. The superior sinus venosus defect, for example, 
can be shown in this fashion to be anomalous connection 
of one or more right-sided pulmonary veins to the 
posterior wall of the superior caval vein. The interatrial 
communication thus produced is no more than the orifice 
of the anomalous pulmonary veins, which continue to 
retain their left atrial connection [Figure 3 and Online 
Video 2].

The interventricular communication versus the 
ventricular septal defect

Unlike the atrial septum, lesions involving the ventricular 
septum are much more complex, both in terms of 
their morphology, and the approaches needed for 
their treatment. For the purpose of current review, 
we have confined our discussion to interventricular 
communications located in the subaortic region. The 
essence of many such defects, as seen for example 
in tetralogy of Fallot, is overriding of the crest of the 
muscular ventricular septum by the aortic root [Figure 4]. 
In such situations, the surgeon places a patch within the 
cavity of the right ventricle to restore continuity between 
the left ventricle and the overriding aortic root. In 
effect, the surgeon closes the right-hand margin of the 
cone of space that exists beneath the overriding aortic 
root [Figure 4b]. The left-hand margin of the cone is 
never closed during surgical repair since it is the outflow 

tract for the left ventricle. All these details are well 
exhibited on virtual cardiac dissection [Figure 4a and b].

The situation is more complex in the setting of double 
outlet right ventricle when both arterial trunks arise 
exclusively from the morphologically right ventricle. In 
this setting, the key to surgical correction is again the 
location of the communication between the ventricles, 
which can occupy subaortic, subpulmonary, doubly 
committed, or noncommitted locations.[22] In the setting 
of double outlet right ventricle, however, it is this 
communication between the ventricles that is usually 
described as the “ventricular septal defect” [Figure 5a]. 
The virtual cardiac dissection clearly illustrate that 
the communication thus described as the “ventricular 
septal defect,” in reality, is the outlet for the left 
ventricle [Figure 5b]. This so-called “ventricular septal 
defect,” described more accurately as the interventricular 
communication,[22] is never closed by the surgeon during 
operative intervention, or at least, it is not closed 
unless an alternative route is created to provide the 
outlet for the left ventricle. The area that is analogous 
to the “ventricular septal defect” as seen in the setting 
of tetralogy of Fallot [Figure 5 and Online Video 1] 
extends to the rightward margin of the aortic root. It 
is this area that will be closed by the surgeon when 
creating an extensive tunnel to place the aortic root in 
continuity with the cavity of the left ventricle. Virtual 
cardiac dissection also shows the likely relationship of 
the newly created tunnel to the leaflets of the tricuspid 
valve [Figure 5].

Figure 2: Virtual cardiac dissection in a patient with an atrial septal 
defect within the oval fossa, as seen in right anterior oblique 
projection, demonstrates the relationship of the defect with the 
rims of the fossa, providing important information for prospective 
interventional closure. The details of triangle of Koch and tendon of 
Todaro are also well demonstrated (dotted red lines). CS: Coronary 
sinus, ICV: Inferior caval vein, SCV: Superior caval vein

Figure 3: Virtual cardiac dissection from a patient with a superior 
sinus venosus interatrial communication comparable to a heart 
specimen sectioned in an equivalent view (a) shows that the defect 
lies beyond the confines of atrial septum. Virtual cardiac dissection 
in left anterior oblique projection (b) illustrates anomalous 
connection of the right upper pulmonary vein (red arrow), while the 
right lower pulmonary vein (yellow arrow) connects normally. (c) 
The orifice of the superior caval vein overriding the superior rim 
of the atrial septum (yellow asterisk). LA: Left atrium, LPV: Left 
pulmonary vein, PA: Pulmonary artery, RA: Right atrium

cb

a
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Common arterial trunk

The arrangement of pulmonary arteries in patients with 
common arterial trunk is highly variable. It forms the 
basis of two well-known systems used for classification 
systems.[23,24] In clinical practice, however, it is frequent 
to find a discrepancy between the descriptions provided 
during preoperative imaging and the surgical findings. 
This is particularly the case in differentiating the 
presence of a common pulmonary orifice, with a short 
confluent pulmonary segment, often called “Type I 
½,” from the arrangement with closely separated 
orifices for the right and left pulmonary arteries, the 
so-called “Type II” variant.[25] Even detailed assessment 
of computed tomography, including the evaluation of 
external morphology by volume rendering, can prove 
insufficient in distinguishing these features. Virtual 
cardiac dissection, on the other hand, by permitting 
accurate visualization of the internal anatomy, provides 
necessary information to show precise fashion of origin 
of the right and left pulmonary arteries from the common 
arterial trunk [Figure 6].

DISCUSSION

We submit that the images we have produced by virtual 
dissection provide details of cardiac morphology 
comparable to those obtained using much costlier 
equipment. As with the expensive alternatives, 
furthermore, they provide the detail in attitudinally 
appropriate orientation.[26,27] As we have shown, the ability 
to display the images in any desired projection makes 
the technique useful in the day-to-day understanding 

not only of normal anatomy but also the anatomy of 
malformed hearts. Cardiologists, for example, can view 
the images in the fluoroscopic views to which they are 
accustomed, while surgeons can view the morphology 
in orientations as seen in the operating room [Online 
Video 2]. We predict that the technique has great 
potential to improve preprocedural clinical planning 
for interventional cardiologists, electrophysiologists, 
and cardiac surgeons. We recognize, nonetheless, that 
new technique is not without its limitations. As with 
any application depending on the use of computers, the 
ability of others to use our technique will depend on 
our ability to describe the steps required to manipulate 
the software. We hope that our attempts, including our 
video (online Video 1), will have provided the necessary 
guidance. The ability to produce high-quality virtual 
cardiac dissection is largely dependent on the quality 
of the computed tomographic datasets. Even with recent 
advancements, the spatial resolution of computed 
tomography is not always sufficient to display thinner 
cardiac structures, especially in children and patients 
with higher heart rates. The ability is further limited 
by the variability in the level of attenuation achieved 
during the computed tomographic study. At present, 
there is no way of controlling the level of attenuation. 
In our initial experience, when assessing 25 computed 
tomography datasets selected in a random fashion, 
accurate virtual cardiac dissection was achievable in 
two-thirds. We also recognize the limitation related to 
the time it takes for creating images of relevant cardiac 
structures since manual manipulation of “color maps” 
or “curves” is mandatory. As we have emphasized, 

Figure 4: Virtual cardiac dissection from an adolescent boy with 
Tetralogy of Fallot. (a) An image in right anterior oblique projection 
with cranial angulation shows the ventricular septal defect 
(red dotted line) and narrowing of the right ventricular outflow tract. 
The relationship of the ventricular septal defect with the tricuspid 
valve apparatus is also well seen. (b) Equivalent to fluoroscopic left 
anterior oblique projection with cranial angulation shows a large 
subaortic ventricular septal defect with overriding of the aortic root 
over the crest of the muscular septum (yellow asterisk). Surgeons 
will have to close the defect at its right ventricular margin (yellow 
double‑headed arrow) to connect aorta to the left ventricle. The left 
ventricular margin (red double‑headed arrow) is the outflow tract 
for the left ventricle, and can never be closed. LV: Left ventricle, 
RV: Right ventricle

ba Figure 5: Virtual cardiac dissection from a 20‑month‑old girl 
with double outlet right ventricle shows the morphology of 
the subaortic interventricular communication (red dotted line) 
in anteroposterior (a) and left anterior oblique projection (b). 
(a) In the anteroposterior plane, it shows the defect opens to the 
right ventricle directly beneath the aortic root. (b) In the left anterior 
oblique projections, it shows that the area (yellow double‑headed 
arrow) around which the surgeon will create a tunnel to reconnect 
the aortic root with the left ventricle is analogous to the ventricular 
septal defect as seen in the setting of overriding of the aortic 
root [Figure 4]. In reality, the area currently described as the 
“ventricular septal defect” is the outlet for the morphologically 
left ventricle (red double‑headed arrow). Virtual dissection 
shows why it is more appropriate to use the term interventricular 
communication in the setting of double outlet right ventricle. 
LA: Left atrium, LV: Left ventricle, RA: Right atrium, RV: Right 
ventricle, PT: Pulmonary trunk, SCV: Superior caval vein

ba
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therefore, an initial learning curve will be required to 
obtain an understanding of the functioning of various 
controls and editing tools. Once those seeking to use the 
technique become conversant with the required editing, 
we predict that the use of saved presets will provide 
relatively rapid virtual dissection. This, in turn, should 
bring the knowledge of the details of the anatomy of the 
normal and abnormal heart to the fingertips of all those 
who have access to computed tomographic datasets.

Our technique has been developed using Horos software 
on a Macintosh personal computer. We believe that, with 
the appropriate use of CLUT editing, it will be possible 
to prepare comparable reconstructions on a Windows 
platform. We also believe that a similar technique can be 
employed for analysis of the three-dimensional datasets 
obtained from magnetic resonance angiography. If these 
goals can be achieved, the use of virtual dissection 
can revolutionize the way the cardiologists, cardiac 
radiologists and cardiac surgeons assess the datasets now 
provided by modern-day computed tomographic and 
magnetic resonance imaging scanners. Also, integration 
of the virtual cardiac dissection technique with the 
recently developed image fusion technology[28] can surely 
be expected to provide intracardiac anatomic landmarks 
for easy and reliable performance of interventional 
procedures.
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pulmonary artery, RPA: Right pulmonary artery
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